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Bed & Chair

1  ADjUSTABLE BACk REST HOMECRAFT
This back rest can be adjusted by a simple ratchet 
mechanism.  Height of back 570mm (221/2"). Width 
500mm (193/4").  Depth of base 390mm (151/2").  
Weight 2.2kg.  Maximum user weight AA3612
AA3612

2  ADjUSTABLE BED CRADLE HOMECRAFT
A simple metal frame, whose base slips between the 
mattress  and the bed base. The top forms a support cradle 
for the bedclothes to keep them clear of the feet and legs. 
The height is adjusted easily. The frame is in two parts for 
easy storage or transport. For use at the side or end of the 
bed.  Height 454 to 680mm (18 to 27"). Width 356mm (14").  
Length: Top 565mm (221/2"); Base 710mm (28"). Weight 
3kg.
AA3652

3   ROPE LADDER BED hOIST HOMECRAFT
A simple idea to assist with sitting up in bed. The bottom 
ends of the cords tie around the bed legs, and the plastic 
ladder rungs can be gripped to pull the user up in bed on 
a hand over hand movement. Suitable for single or double 
beds.  Rung length 200mm (8"). Diameter 25mm (1").   
Cord length 3 metres (9'10"). Weight 285g.
AA3660

4  COMMUNITY BED PAD 
This bed pad is warm and comfortable but highly 
absorbent. It keeps the sleeper dry, reduces bed changes 
and helps prevent soreness and infection. Quilted with 
highly absorbent fibres for faster dispersal of liquid and 
durable waterproof backing. Machine washable. Size 700 x 
850mm (271/2 x 331/2”). Absorbency 2 litres.
AA2734

5  POSITIONING WEDGE
Eliminates the need for makeshift rolls to safely maintain 
the individual in proper position. Soft, washable outer fabric 
cover, with enclosed zipper, encapsulates the polystyrene 
bead filling to provide support, adjustability and comfort for 
the user.
C829803 Large, 430 x 200 x 200mm
C829804 X-Long, 635 x 200 x 200mm
A81245 Replacement polystyrene beads; 1 cu. foot

6   EASY CUShION
A versatile U-shaped cushion that can be used to give 
support and comfort to various parts of the body. It can be 
used on the floor or in a bed to lift the head and neck when 
reading or it can be wrapped round the waist when sitting to 
give the back support. Alternatively, it can be used between 
legs to help keep hips in alignment, or to help keep the 
user in a particular position, eg. the recovery position. Also 
useful in bed to keep the body stable and provide comfort. 
Optional washable blue cover.
AA4005  Easy Cushion 
AA4005A Easy Cushion Cover
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Bed & Chair

1   hOMECRAFT BED GRAB RAIL 
An ultra sturdy bed grab rail, offering stability and 
confidence to those that have difficulty getting into and 
out of bed. The height adjustable frame can be positioned 
to suit virtually any divan style bed. Two legs rest upon 
the floor and the frame is secured into place via the three 
colour coded straps provided, ensuring minimal movement 
when in use. Supplied flat packed, the Homecraft bed grab 
rail is simple to assemble and fit. Height of handle 850 to 
950mm (331/2 to 371/2”) from the floor. Width of handle 
at the top 265mm (101/2”). Size of under mattress frame 
620 x 325mm (241/2 x 123/4”). Weight 3.5kg.
AA3475
Maximum user weight 127kg.

2   EASYLEAVER™ BED RAIL
This device enables the user to pull themselves from a 
lying position to a seated position when in bed. It also 
provides support when standing or entering and leaving 
the bed, thus helping to promote independence within the 
bedroom. May be used with most beds and cannot be felt 
through a standard depth mattress. Easy to assemble and 
supplied with fixing straps for extra security. Suitable for 
single to king size beds.  Width 365mm (143/8"). Length 
620mm (241/2").  Handle height 470mm (181/2"). Weight 
3.1kg.  Maximum user weight 108kg.
AA3470

3  STACkABLE CONE RAISERS          HOMECRAFT
Lightweight but extremely strong moulded cones with a 
broad base and a recess for the chair or bed leg. They 
have anti-slip pads to hold castors still. Sold in sets of four.  
Maximum total load 222kg.
Spares are available, making this product suitable for 
refurbishment.  
 height Weight
AA3302 140mm (51/2") 145g each

4  WOODEN ChAIR RAISERS
A lacquered hardwood cube with three 16mm (5/8") 
recesses of different diameters, to suit different leg widths. 
Blox height 111mm (43/8"). Height raise 75mm (3"). Max 
diameter of leg 30, 50 or 75mm (11/4, 2 or 3"). Weight 425g 
each, 1.7kg set of 4. Supplied as set of 4. Maximum total 
load190kg.
AA3306

5  WOODEN BED RAISERS
A lacquered hardwood cube, with one recess in the top and 
an additional plywood base for greater stability. Designed 
specifically for beds. Block height 178mm (7"). Raise 
130mm (5").  Max leg diameter 75mm (3"). Base 152mm 
(6") square.  Weight 750g each, 3kg set of 4. Supplied as 
set of 4. Maximum total load 318kg.
AA3308
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Dressing & Grooming

1   DRESSING STICk                      HOMECRAFT
This wooden stick with rubber tip at one end and special 
double wire hook at the other, is used to pull on or push off 
garments that cannot be reached easily e.g. socks. Length 
520mm (21”). Weight 236g.
AA4680 

2  DRESS Ez DRESSING STICk 
Combines two functions in one aid – a dressing stick and a 
shoehorn. One end has a strong plastic, push-pull S-hook 
that retrieves clothing or other items. The other end is a 
long-handled shoehorn. The thick, easy-to-hold shaft has a 
foam covering to improve grip. 610mm (24”) long. 
2102

3  COMPRESSION STOCkING AID ROLYAN
A stocking aid which will apply support hosiery quickly 
and evenly. Grooves catch the compression stocking and 
prevent it from popping off. Works like a traditional sock 
aid - just pull the stocking over the shell, insert the foot and 
pull the cord to bring the hose up onto the leg. Suitable for 
Class 1 and 2 stockings. Recommended for below knee 
stockings but may still be suitable for some above knee 
models.
Small - 130mm wide x 140mm high 
Large - 150mm wide x 145mm high 
  Weight
A75440 Small    960g
A75441 Large   980g

4  SOCk NOTCh™                             ROLYAN
Ideal for people who have the use of only one hand or with 
decreased strength or coordination. The notch in the side 
of aid helps to hold the sock or stocking in place whilst it 
is applied to the aid. The cord style helps apply shorter 
socks; the garter style helps apply longer stockings that go 
over the calf. The garter style also features a handle that 
is ideal for people with a limited grasp. May be appropriate 
following stroke, head injury or spinal cord injury and for 
people with arthritis. Flexible plastic.
A754200 Cord style
A754300 Garter style

5  TERRY CLOTh SOCk AID
Sock application is made easy with this flexible, plastic 
sock aid. Slits in the plastic core allow it to bend around the 
heel. The inside is lined with nylon to reduce friction. The 
outside is lined with terry cloth to hold the sock firmly until 
it is on the foot. Two pulling tabs with loop handles permit 
one-handed application. Washable. Length 230mm (9"). 
Weight 73g.
A7273
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Dressing & Grooming

1  DORkING STOCkING AID        HOMECRAFT
A simple, inexpensive device to assist with putting on 
stocking or sock.  It consists of a strong, shaped, flexible 
plastic gutter with long cotton tapes attached to the top. 
The stocking or sock is fed on to the plastic and held in 
place with the side notches. The foot is put in the open end 
of the stocking, which is then pulled over the foot and up 
the leg using the tapes. Cord length 920mm (36").  Gutter 
length 229mm (9").  Weight 55g.
AA4650Y Standard 
AA4652Y Side Slot 

2  DORkING TIGhTS AID                       HOMECRAFT
This works on the same principle as the stocking aid 
above, but has a double gutter to enable it to be used 
for tights. Cord length 920mm (36"). Length 229mm (9"). 
Weight 106g.
AA4654Y    

3  BREVETTI SOCk & STOCkING AID HOMECRAFT
This device is particularly useful to aid putting on socks, 
but can also be used for stockings. It consists of a plastic 
collar or gutter for holding the garment at one end and a 
plastic shoehorn with a notch for easy sock removal at 
the other. The two are connected by a coated steel tube.  
Length 737mm (29"). Weight 386g.
AA4666 

4   Ez SLIDE ShOEhORN
This specially coated shoehorn prevents the metal shaft 
from sticking to either the skin or clothing. The shaft 
has fewer curves than normal shoehorns improving the 
insertion and removal of the foot. The handle is made from 
a non-slip material.
A7152 Length 610mm

5  PLASTIC ShOE hORN        HOMECRAFT
An inexpensive plastic moulded shoehorn. A long handle 
gives excellent reach. It also has a hanging loop attached 
to the handle. Length 430mm (17"). Weight 37g.
AA4600Y 

6  METAL ShOE hORN                       HOMECRAFT
A sturdy long white epoxy coated steel shoehorn for easier 
reaching. The soft PVC handgrip is hook-shaped for 
hanging and hooking. Length 600mm (24"). Weight 233g.
AA4606Y 
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Dressing & Grooming

1  SOESI ELASTIC LACES        HOMECRAFT
These look like normal shoe laces with crimped ends, but 
are elasticated and effectively convert lace-up shoes into 
slip-on shoes, for those who have trouble reaching or tying 
shoe laces.
 Length Colour Qty Weight
AA4612C 450mm (18") Brown 3 pairs 14g
AA4612GW 450mm (18") Black 3 pairs 14g
AA4616C 610mm (24") Brown 2 pairs 10g
AA4616G 610mm (24") Black 2 pairs 10g

2  kINGS BUTTON hOOk        HOMECRAFT
A shaped stainless steel wire which assists one handed 
dressing by passing through the button hole and over the 
button to grip the thread. It is pulled through with a twisting 
motion. Length: Wire 97mm (33/4"), Handle 120mm (43/4"). 
AA4677 

3   LONG hANDLED COMBS & BRUSh                        
These utensils assist those who cannot raise their arm or 
reach behind their head to comb their hair. They consist 
of a lightweight moulded plastic handle with a push-on 
extension piece, a hinged end piece which holds the comb 
or brush and has two different angled positions. When not 
in use, the comb or brush folds back into the handle and 
the extension can be taken off to give a pocket sized item.  
Length: With extension 460mm (18"); With handle 320mm 
(121/2"). Length folded 235mm (91/4"). 
  Weight
AA4710W Fine comb 120g
AA4712 Style comb  114g
AA4714  Brush 128g

4  hANDS FREE hAIRDRYER STAND
A convenient stand that holds the hairdryer steady for one 
handed styling or drying. The hairdryer nestles securely 
in a foam padded clamp on top of a flexible neck that can 
be adjusted to any angle from its tabletop base. Useful 
for hemiplegics, arthritics and others with limited upper 
extremity range of motion, strength or co-ordination. 
This simple, but essential piece of equipment increases 
independence for user or carer.
C6475

5   NAIL CARE COMBINATION SET
This two-in-one aid for fingernail care is designed 
for people who cannot grasp or use small hand-held 
implements. Mounted onto a plastic base with non-slip feet, 
the stainless steel trimmer clips nails with a simple push of 
the lever. An emery board is held rigidly in a spring clip for 
one-handed filing. Two emery boards included.
AA4737
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